
Date:-26.07 2020

Dear parents,

Greetings for the day ,

Hope your ward is attending the ONLINE CLASS regularly and benefitting from it.

Please ensure that your ward attends all the ONLINE classes as per the time table already provided.

Also take care of ward's activities during the ONLINE classes.

We thank all those parents who have helped us in this tough time of COV-19 Pandemic by paying the fees etc.

But many have yet not and the School is facing a severe financial crisis.

We are not in a position to pay the salary to the teachers and staff and keep the school maintained.

You all are well aware that the only source of income of the School is the fees paid by the parents/ students.

We request those parents who have yet not paid, to pay the fee so that we may be able to pay the salary to the teachers
and staff, keep the school maintained and ONLINE Classes may run smoothly and uninterrupted.

If, because of the Online Fee Collection Software System any Extra fee , under any Head, is taken from you, will be adjusted
with the fees for the future months as per the directives/ instructions/ decisions of the Government.

Bringing any alteration/change in the Fee Collection System Software is a time taking process .

Once again it's our appeal , as the School is performing its Duty , taking ONLINE Classes etc. sincerely and seriously,
safeguarding the education and future of the students, parents should also do their duty , help the school run and perform
properly by paying the fees on time.

COME, LET'S FIGHT OUT THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC CHALLENGES TOGETHER, HELPING EACH OTHER, AND
SAFEGUARD THE EDUCATION AND FUTURE OF OUR STUDENTS/ CHILDREN.

Thanks and Regards.

TATA DAV SCHOOL, JAMADOBA.
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